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Welcome
I’m so glad you’ve decided to study Ancient Egypt. I’ve worked hard to bring
history to life for my kids and I couldn’t wait to share what we’ve been working on.
My goals are simple.
First, present history in a factual way focusing on the parts that will fascinate them
the most. At a later point (middle or high school) our focus will change to the parts
of history with the greatest impact on the world. Teaching them history they forget
is useless so I chose to focus on history they will remember.
Second, present history in a way that they want to continue and learn more. I was
not interested in history as a kid because we often repeated the same topics
(Columbus every single year) and the focus was on dates, wars, and only the most
famous people.
What I’ve found as an adult is that the cultures of the past are fascinating. There
are many people who were inventors, scientists, philosophers, explorers, and
more that you don’t often learn about. And history is more than just the date on
which events happened.
What this unit is:
●
Literature based
●
Hands on
●
Secular

Getting Prepared
Before starting each section I recommend looking over the entire unit. Decide what
activities you want to do and any alternatives you may want to involve. You’ll also
need to choose what books to get from the library or buy.
There are 2 options for the spine and a third option that would be a great addition
to each unit.
Spines:
Usborne World History
Everything You Need to Ace World History in One Big Fat Notebook
Supplement:
DK History Year by Year
I prefer the Usborne World History book as it is the most thorough. However, the
Everything You Need to Ace World History in One Big Fat Notebook has enough
information and is easier as a read aloud.
We use both but it’s not necessary.
DK History Year by Year is in purely chronological order (like a timeline) as is a
great way to see what was happening all at the same time.
What about all the other books?
There is a book list for each unit but you do not need every single book on each
list. I’ve provided multiple books for each in hopes that most people can find at
least one book at their library.
This also helps to keep the curriculum easier to customize for your child. A
younger child may prefer picture books whereas an older one can enjoy the
chapter books. There are books for early readers and books for teens. Choose the
books that work best for you and your kids.
I try to mark down which books we chose or which ones I prefer to give you a
starting point.

Starting Each Day
Each lesson starts with a general overview of the topic of the days. You can
choose to read this outline aloud (it’s usually 2-5 bullet points) or read it to yourself
and sprinkle in the information to your kids as it comes up. The latter may feel
more natural.
After that there are discussion questions. These are not meant to be asked
verbatim. Consider the questions and bring them up during the lesson if it comes
naturally. They are meant to spur discussion.
Following that will be the pages in the spines that are applicable to that day.
Next is a hands on activity or two related to the topic.
If you do not want to do the hands on activity there is an ‘alternates’ section with
videos, games, and vocabulary words. This would be a good time to explore those
options to see if something would work.
Finally, there is a prompt for the timeline (on most pages) and a reminder to read
from your chosen book(s).
This can all be done in one day, over the course of multiple days, or however fits
into your lifestyle. This is not meant to be followed strictly. Make this work for your
family.
**I’ve provided a list of materials needed by day. This includes anything to print,
videos to watch, materials for the hands on activities, etc.
This list is provided at the beginning of each unit but I’ve also included a full list in
the zip file.

Intro to

Kemet

***Note: You may be asking yourself “What is Kemet?”. Well back in 3000 B.C.E. the
people we call Ancient Egyptians called themselves ‘people of Kemet’. Kemet translates
to ‘black land’.
Some people think it referred to the color of their very fertile soil. Others think it
may have referred to the color of their skin.
What we do know is that they didn’t call themselves Egyptian. Therefore, we will
use their chosen name – Kemet – while learning about them.

Kemet
in one page
Around 6,000 B.C.E., people started settling along the Nile River. The Nile River
was a great place to settle as it flooded regularly ever year. The floods brought rich soil
for farming.
Over time, the people learned to farm. They grew wheat and other fruits and
vegetables. They raised sheep and cattle. There were multiple cultures along the Nile
River that made pottery, tools, personal items, and more.
Around 3,100 B.C.E., Narmer united Upper and Lower Kemet. The Nile River runs
from South to North so Upper Kemet is actually further south than Lower Kemet.
Kemet is known best for The Great Pyramids of Giza. The first pyramid built in
Kemet (that we know of) was a step pyramid for Djoser. The pyramids served as tombs
for Pharaohs but they also preserved artifacts from Kemet well. We know a lot about the
culture of Kemet thanks to the tombs.
The people of Kemet believed in many gods. They thought their gods were deeply
involved in their every day lives and regularly provided sacrifices and rituals to the gods.
They also believed in an afterlife which impacted the way they buried their dead.
The peope of Kemet formed a system of writing called Hieroglyphics which used
pictures for words and sounds. We learned how to read Hieroglyphics when we found
the Rosetta Stone which had the same words in Ancient Greek, Hieroglyphics, and
Demotic.
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Lesson 1

Kemet

Goals:
Overview on Kemet
Learn about Kemet lifestyle

●

Egypt is part of the continent Africa. The country of Egypt still exists today
in the Northeastern part of Africa.

●

Ancient Egypt was made of Upper Egypt and Lower Egypt. Upper Egypt is
actually south of Lower Egypt. The Nile River flows northward so they
named the southern parts Upper Egypt and the northern parts Lower Egypt.

●

Upper Egypt and Lower Egypt unified as one in 3000 B.C.E.

●

The Ancient Egyptians settled along the Nile River. The Nile River flooded
regularly which produced very fertile soil.

●

Because of the fertile soil, the Ancient Egyptians had a great crop season
every year. They had plenty of food.

Read/Peruse:
Usborne Encyclopedia of World History- Pages 114-115
Everything You Need to Ace World History – Page 43-45, 56-57
DK – Page 22
Discuss:
Why was the Nile River so important to the Ancient Egyptians?
In what ways do you think they used the river? Transportation? Food?

Kemet

Lesson 1

Map Work:
●

Find Egypt on the globe (Northeastern Africa)

●

Locate these places on your map:

Nile River

Upper Egypt

Lower Egypt

Save the map for later. We will add a few more places as we learn about them!
Make and Play Senet:
The people of Kemet played a lot of games. We can see some games they played in
the pictures they drew. But we also have found old games in some of their tombs.
Two popular ones are Senet and Dogs and Jackels. We can make a playable version
of Senet.
Egyptologists have tried to write down the rules of Senet but much of the rules are
based on best guesses. It is likely the rules changed over time since Senet was
played for centuries.
To Make Senet:
Materials:
4 Popsicle sticks
Black marker
12 player pieces (two groups of 5) Can be rocks, coins, or printed ones
Printed board game, taped together
Prep Work:
1. Color the 4 popsicle sticks – one side black, the other a bright color
2. Print the game and assemble the pieces
Alternate: You can also play the game online.
Timeline Work:
Use the trading cards to add the Ancient Egypt card to your Timeline
Read:
Read from your chosen book to finish out your lesson

Ancient
Egypt
Map

Senet
(The Game of Passing)

1 color side up – 1 space
2 color sides up – 2 spaces
3 color sides up – 3 spaces
4 color sides up – 4 spaces
4 black sides up – 5 spaces and
toss again

Object of the game: Get all of your pieces off the board.
Set Up: Place all pieces on the top row alternating between black and
white. The last two pieces go on the middle row on the right hand side.
Pieces move around the board like a snake, starting by moving to the
right on the top row, left on the middle row, and right on the bottom row.
You need 4 popsicle sticks. Color one side black of each black and the
other side a bright color.
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Rules
On your turn, you will drop the sticks. Move one piece according to the
sticks.
Only one piece may occupy a space at one time.
You can bump another players piece. If you land on their space, they
move back to your space.
A piece is protected from bumping if two of more of one players pieces
are next to each other.
You must land on the House of Happiness to before passing this space.
If you land on the House of Water, your piece goes back to the House
of Rebirth →
The House of Three Truths. If you land here, throw your sticks again. If
3 land color side up, the piece can be removed.
The House of Re-Atoum. If you land here, throw your sticks again. If 2
land color side up, the piece can be removed.

